
M    RNING BULLS & BEARS

Dow futures are  up 13 points at 35,880 and Crude Oil is up 10 cents at 78.48

U.S. stock futures rose ahead of unemployment data that will be closely watched for insight into the pace of the 
economic recovery.  Futures tied to the S&P 500 ticked up 0.3%, pointing to a reversal of direction after the broad-
market index closed down 0.3% Wednesday. Nasdaq-100 futures climbed 0.5%, suggesting moderate gains for 
technology stocks after the opening bell. 

Thursday, November 18, 2021

Upcoming Reports
USDA Export Sales – Today 7:30am
COT’s – Friday 2:30pm

Macro News

Weather Summary: In Argentina, substantial rainfall is unlikely in key areas over the next 10 to 14 days as areas of high pressure keep humidities low and 
temperatures warm, aiding late-corn and soybean planting at the expense of drying early-corn and sunflowers into next month. Scattered t-storms dot the 
driest first-corn and soybeans in southern Brazil (and Paraguay) as cool fronts pass today and around Wednesday, but below-normal totals are probable 
over the next 14 days as areas of high pressure limit the number of potential events. Conversely, the northern 50% to 60% of each crop stays moist as cool 
fronts interact with muggy air and trigger t-storms every day.

Conference Call Notes: Markets are higher again across the board following yesterdays sharply higher move.  Continued talk of export business happening and 
technical buying is pushing the market higher.  Basis and spreads continue to firm - especially in corn.  Several basis pushes in the west to $6 yesterday moved a 
good chunk of corn.  Weekly Corn/Beans/Wheat exports were in line with expectations.  Bean oil was above expectations.  Expect to see bigger exports reported 
next week.

Dalian soybean, soymeal, soyoil, palmoil, rapeoil, corn higher. China/US talking releasing Crude reserves. Corn futures may be in a 5.40-6.00 range until more is 
known about US export demand and SA weather. Corn supported by strong US cash basis, Ethanol prod up 10 pct vs ly. Stocks down 1 pct. Matif corn all time 
high. Use higher stocks lower. Ukraine crop higher. Argentina increasing corn export licenses from 38 mm to 42. Talk of increase China buying US soybeans and 
drier Argentina weather could push SF over 13.00. SF traded over 50 day and downtrend line on inflation buying. 13.00 100 and 200 day resistance. Market still 
concerned long term about slow US export shipping pace and talk US carryout closer to 500. Matif rapeseed lower following Canada. Canada canola down on 
rail outage to Vancouver export ports. KC futures higher despite concern Canada rail blockage to Vancouver could increase US imports. Egypt bought only one 
cargo Romanian wheat +$7 dollars from previous buy despite $4-5 lower freight. World wheat buyers short buying only hand to mouth. No 2022 wheat 
coverage. Russia price forecast higher wheat with continued concern about lower Australia wheat quality and lower Argentina crop. 

U.S. asks China, others to consider releasing oil reserves
• The Biden administration has asked some of the world's largest oil consuming nations – including China, India, Japan and others – to consider releasing 

crude stockpiles in a coordinated effort to lower global energy prices and help curb surging inflation.
• China's state reserve bureau said it was working on a release of crude oil reserves, although it declined to comment on the U.S. request.
• Japan and South Korea confirmed the U.S. request but say they can release oil reserves to lower prices, only to alleviate supply shortages. 
• Talk of the coordinated release efforts caused front-month Nymex (WTI) oil futures to drop below $80.

Chinese corn, sorghum imports up sharply
• China imported 1.3 MMT of corn in October, 14.2% from last year. Through October, China imported 26.23 MMT of corn, a 236% surge from the same 

period last year. 
• China’s sorghum imports totaled 830,000 MT in October, up 57.2% from last year, and its imports for the first 10 months of the year at 8.18 MMT jumped 

103%. 
• China brought in 480,000 MT of wheat last month, down 23.1% from last year, but its imports through October at 8.08 MMT rose 20.8% from year-ago 

levels. 

Canada Grain Shippers See ‘Significant’ Impact From Rail Washout
• The impact of the washout of rail links following British Columbia rainstorms “is expected to be significant and will have a cascading effect,” says Wade 

Sobkowich, executive director of the Western Grain Elevator Association.
• There will be vessel delays when freight rates and demurrage are at a high point, says association that represents major shippers including Viterra Inc. and 

Richardson International
• “We have to hope that the railways can get their assessments done, get the re-building done, and are back up and running sooner rather than later,” 

Sobkowich says

Russian Wheat Crop May Reach 84M Tons in 2022: Ministry
• Russia may harvest 123m to 126m tons of grain in 2022, Dmitry Aveltsov, head of Agriculture Ministry’s research center said Thursday during the Crop 

Production Russia conference.
• Wheat crop may reach 75m tons to 84m tons
• Russia’s wheat crop for 2022 is seen at 79m tons, Dmitry Rylko, director general at consultant IKAR in Moscow said at a conference, according to Interfax. 

Total grain harvest for 2022 is seen at 125m tons.

Strategie Grains sees high wheat prices cutting demand
• Consultancy Strategie Grains lowered its outlook for 2021-22 EU exports of soft wheat by 1.6 MMT to 30.4 MMT, as it says high prices will reduce demand 

and cause some processors to switch to corn. 
• Along with a cut to projected feed wheat use in favor of corn within the EU, this led Strategie Grains to increase its forecast for 2021-22 EU soft wheat stocks 

by more than 2 MMT to just over 12 MMT. 
• "The situation is on the point of tipping into heaviness, especially in France, and prices now have decreased potential going forward,” the consultancy said of 

wheat.

Chart of the Day24-Hour Precipitation Map

Grain News
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